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ITC Zapf dingbats series 100. Some of the ITC Zapf dingbats have been unified with geometric shape characters. Gaps in the chart have subsequently been filled with other dingbat-like symbols.

2700 ✏ BLACK SAFETY SCISSORS
forms a pair with 2704 ✏ white scissors
2701 ✤ UPPER BLADE SCISSORS
2702 ✤ BLACK SCISSORS
≈ 2702 FE0E text style
≈ 2702 FE0F emoji style
2703 ✤ LOWER BLADE SCISSORS
2704 ✤ WHITE SCISSORS
2705 ✤ WHITE HEAVY CHECK MARK
≈ 2714 FE0F heavy check mark
2706 ✤ TELEPHONE LOCATION SIGN
≈ 2121 ✤ telephone sign
≈ 1F4DE ✤ telephone receiver
2707 ✤ TAPE DRIVE
2708 ✤ AIRPLANE
≈ 1F6E7 ✤ up-pointing airplane
≈ 2708 FE0E text style
≈ 2708 FE0F emoji style
2709 ✤ ENVELOPE
≈ 1F4E8 ✤ incoming envelope
≈ 1F528 ✤ back of envelope
≈ 2709 FE0E text style
≈ 2709 FE0F emoji style
270A ✤ RAISED FIST
= rock in Rock, Paper, Scissors game
≈ 1F44A ✤ fist hand sign
270B ✤ RAISED HAND
= paper in Rock, Paper, Scissors game
≈ 1F44B ✤ waving hand sign
≈ 1F590 ✤ raised hand with fingers splayed
270C ✤ VICTORY HAND
= scissors in Rock, Paper, Scissors game
≈ 1F594 ✤ reversed victory hand
≈ 270C FE0E text style
≈ 270C FE0F emoji style
270D ✤ WRITING HAND
≈ 1F58E ✤ left writing hand
270E ✤ LOWER RIGHT PENCIL
≈ 1F589 ✤ lower left pencil
270F ✤ PENCIL
≈ 270F FE0E text style
≈ 270F FE0F emoji style
2710 ✤ UPPER RIGHT PENCIL
2711 ✤ WHITE NIB
≈ 1F58B ✤ lower left fountain pen

2712 ✤ BLACK NIB
≈ 2712 FE0E text style
≈ 2712 FE0F emoji style
2713 ✔ CHECK MARK
≈ 221A ✔ square root
≈ 1F5F8 ✔ light check mark
2714 ✔ HEAVY CHECK MARK
≈ 2714 FE0E text style
≈ 2714 FE0F emoji style
2715 ✗ MULTIPLICATION X
≈ 00D7 ✗ multiplication sign
≈ 2573 ✗ box drawings light diagonal cross
2716 ✗ HEAVY MULTIPLICATION X
≈ 2716 FE0E text style
≈ 2716 FE0F emoji style
2717 ✗ BALLOT X
≈ 2613 ✗ saltire
≈ 1F5F4 ✗ ballot script x
2718 ✗ HEAVY BALLOT X
≈ 1F5F6 ✗ ballot bold script x

Crosses
2719 ✗ OUTLINED GREEK CROSS
271A ✗ HEAVY GREEK CROSS
≈ 1F7A5 ✗ very bold greek cross
271B ✗ OPEN CENTRE CROSS
271C ✗ HEAVY OPEN CENTRE CROSS
271D ✞ LATIN CROSS
271E ✞ SHADOWED WHITE LATIN CROSS
≈ 1F546 ✞ white latin cross
271F ✞ OUTLINED LATIN CROSS
2720 ✞ MALTESE CROSS
Historically, the Maltese cross took many forms; the shape shown in the Zapf Dingbats is similar to one known as the Cross Formée.

Stars, asterisks and snowflakes
2721 ✪ STAR OF DAVID
≈ 1F52F ✪ six pointed star with middle dot
2722 ✪ FOUR TEARDROP-SPOKED ASTERISK
2723 ✪ FOUR BALLOON-SPOKED ASTERISK
2724 ✪ HEAVY FOUR BALLOON-SPOKED ASTERISK
2725 ✪ FOUR CLUB-SPOKED ASTERISK
2726 ✪ BLACK FOUR POINTED STAR
≈ 2BCC ✪ light four pointed black cusp
≈ 1F7C6 ✪ four pointed black star
2727 ✪ WHITE FOUR POINTED STAR
≈ 2BCE ✪ white four pointed cusp
2728 ✤ SPARKLES
2729 ✤ STRESS OUTLINED WHITE STAR
≈ 2606 ✤ white star
272A ✤ CIRCLED WHITE STAR
272B ✰ OPEN CENTRE BLACK STAR
272C ✰ BLACK CENTRE WHITE STAR
272D ✰ OUTLINED BLACK STAR
272E ✰ HEAVY OUTLINED BLACK STAR
272F ✰ PINWHEEL STAR
2730 ✰ SHADOWED WHITE STAR
2731 ✰ HEAVY ASTERISK
≈ 002A ✰ asterisk
≈ 1F7B8 ✰ heavy six spoked asterisk
2732 ✰ OPEN CENTRE ASTERISK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2733 | ❔ ❍ ❎ ❏ ❐ ❒ ❓ ❔ ❕ ❝ ❛ ❜ ❝ ❝ | EIGHT SPOKED ASTERISK  
→ 1F7BB ❔ light eight spoked asterisk  
~ 2733 FE0E text style  
~ 2733 FE0F emoji style |
| 2734 | ❡ ❨ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | EIGHT POINTED BLACK STAR  
~ 2734 FE0E text style  
~ 2734 FE0F emoji style |
| 2735 | ❧ ❨ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | EIGHT POINTED PINWHEEL STAR  
→ 1F7D1 ❧ heavy eight pointed pinwheel star |
| 2736 | ❨ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | SIX POINTED BLACK STAR  
= sextile |
| 2737 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | EIGHT POINTED RECTILINEAR BLACK STAR  
→ 1F7CE ❫ medium eight pointed black star |
| 2738 | ❪ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | HEAVY EIGHT POINTED RECTILINEAR BLACK STAR  
→ 1F7CF ❪ heavy eight pointed black star |
| 2739 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | TWELVE POINTED BLACK STAR |
| 2740 | ❪ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | SIXTEEN POINTED ASTERISK  
= starburst |
| 2741 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | EIGHT PETALLED OUTLINE BLACK FLORETTE  
→ 1F3F6 ❫ white rosette  
→ 1F4AE ❫ white flower |
| 2742 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | CIRCLED OPEN CENTRE EIGHT POINTED STAR |
| 2743 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | HEAVY TEARDROP-SPOKED PINWHEEL ASTERISK |
| 2744 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | SNOWFLAKE  
~ 2744 FE0E text style  
~ 2744 FE0F emoji style |
| 2745 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | TIGHT TRIFOLIATE SNOWFLAKE |
| 2746 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | HEAVY CHEVRON SNOWFLAKE |
| 2747 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | SPARKLE  
~ 2747 FE0E text style  
~ 2747 FE0F emoji style |
| 2748 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | HEAVY SPARKLE |
| 2749 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | BALLOON-SPOKED ASTERISK  
= jack |
| 2750 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | EIGHT TEARDROP-SPOKED PROPPELLER ASTERISK  
= turbofan |
| 2751 | ❫ ❩ ❪ ❫ ❩ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ ❪ ❫ ❫ ❫ | HEAVY EIGHT TEARDROP-SPOKED PROPELLER ASTERISK  
= turbofan |

**Miscellaneous**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 274C | ✕ CROSS MARK  
* forms a game tally pair with 2B55 ○  
→ 00D7 ✕ multiplication sign  
→ 1F5D9 ✕ cancellation x |
| 274D | ☞ SHADOWED WHITE CIRCLE  
→ 1F53E ☞ lower right shadowed white circle |
| 274E | ☞ NEGATIVE SQUARED CROSS MARK |
| 274F | ☞ LOWER RIGHT DROP-SHADOWED WHITE SQUARE |
| 2750 | ☞ UPPER RIGHT DROP-SHADOWED WHITE SQUARE |
| 2751 | ☞ LOWER RIGHT SHADOWED WHITE SQUARE |
| 2752 | ☞ UPPER RIGHT SHADOWED WHITE SQUARE |
| 2753 | ✁ BLACK QUESTION MARK ORNAMENT |
| 2754 | ☢ WHITE QUESTION MARK ORNAMENT |
| 2755 | ☢ WHITE EXCLAMATION MARK ORNAMENT |
| 2756 | ❁ BLACK DIAMOND MINUS WHITE X |
| 2757 | ❡ HEAVY EXCLAMATION MARK SYMBOL  
= obstacles on the road, ARIB STD B24  
~ 2757 FE0E text style  
~ 2757 FE0F emoji style |
| 2758 | ❦ LIGHT VERTICAL BAR  
→ 007C ❦ vertical line |
| 2759 | ❦ MEDIUM VERTICAL BAR |
| 275A | ❦ HEAVY VERTICAL BAR |

**Punctuation mark ornaments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 275B | ❔ HEAVY SINGLE TURNED COMMA QUOTATION MARK ORNAMENT  
→ 2018 ❔ left single quotation mark |
| 275C | ❔ HEAVY SINGLE COMMA QUOTATION MARK ORNAMENT  
→ 2019 ❔ right single quotation mark |
| 275D | ❔ HEAVY DOUBLE TURNED COMMA QUOTATION MARK ORNAMENT  
→ 201C ❔ left double quotation mark  
→ 1F676 ❔ sans-serif heavy double turned comma quotation mark ornament |
| 275E | ❔ HEAVY DOUBLE COMMA QUOTATION MARK ORNAMENT  
→ 201D ❔ right double quotation mark  
→ 1F677 ❔ sans-serif heavy double comma quotation mark ornament |
| 275F | ❔ HEAVY LOW SINGLE COMMA QUOTATION MARK ORNAMENT  
→ 201A ❔ single low-9 quotation mark |
| 2760 | ❔ HEAVY LOW DOUBLE COMMA QUOTATION MARK ORNAMENT  
→ 201E , ❔ double low-9 quotation mark  
→ 1F678 ❔ sans-serif low double comma quotation mark ornament |
| 2761 | ☟ CURVED STEM PARAGRAPH SIGN ORNAMENT  
→ 0086 ☟ pilcrow sign |
| 2762 | ☟ HEAVY EXCLAMATION MARK ORNAMENT  
→ 0021 ❧ exclamation mark |
| 2763 | ☦ HEAVY HEART EXCLAMATION MARK ORNAMENT |
| 2764 | ❨ HEAVY BLACK HEART  
→ 2665 ❨ black heart suit  
~ 2764 FE0E text style  
~ 2764 FE0F emoji style |
| 2765 | ❦ ROTATED HEAVY BLACK HEART BULLET |
| 2766 | ☦ FLORAL HEART  
= Aldus leaf |
| 2767 | ❦ ROTATED FLORAL HEART BULLET  
= heder, ivy leaf  
→ 2619 ❦ reversed rotated floral heart bullet |

**Ornamental brackets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2768 | ( MEDIUM LEFT PARENTHESES ORNAMENT  
→ 0028 ( left parenthesis |
| 2769 | ) MEDIUM RIGHT PARENTHESES ORNAMENT  
→ 0029 ) right parenthesis |
| 276A | ( MEDIUM FLATTENED LEFT PARENTHESES ORNAMENT |
| 276B | ) MEDIUM FLATTENED RIGHT PARENTHESES ORNAMENT |
27AB ➫ BACK-TILTED SHADOWED WHITE RIGHTWARDS ARROW
   → U+1F89A ➫ rightwards back-tilted shadowed white arrow
27AC ➫ FRONT-TILTED SHADOWED WHITE RIGHTWARDS ARROW
   → U+1F89B ➫ rightwards front-tilted shadowed white arrow
27AD ➫ HEAVY LOWER RIGHT-SHADOWED WHITE RIGHTWARDS ARROW
27AE ➫ HEAVY UPPER RIGHT-SHADOWED WHITE RIGHTWARDS ARROW
27AF ➫ NOTCHED LOWER RIGHT-SHADOWED WHITE RIGHTWARDS ARROW
   → U+1F89A ➫ rightwards arrow with notched tail

Miscellaneous
27B0 ➯ CURLY LOOP
   = kururi

Dingbat arrows
27B1 ➫ NOTCHED UPPER RIGHT-SHADOWED WHITE RIGHTWARDS ARROW
27B2 ◢ CIRCLED HEAVY WHITE RIGHTWARDS ARROW
27B3 ➯ WHITE-FEATHERED RIGHTWARDS ARROW
27B4 ➰ BLACK-FEATHERED SOUTH EAST ARROW
27B5 ➰ BLACK-FEATHERED RIGHTWARDS ARROW
27B6 ➰ BLACK-FEATHERED NORTH EAST ARROW
27B7 ➰ HEAVY BLACK-FEATHERED SOUTH EAST ARROW
27B8 ➰ ➰ HEAVY BLACK-FEATHERED RIGHTWARDS ARROW
27B9 ➰ ➰ HEAVY BLACK-FEATHERED NORTH EAST ARROW
27BA ➰ ➰ TEARDROP-BARBED RIGHTWARDS ARROW
27BB ➰ ➰ ➰ HEAVY TEARDROP-SHANKED RIGHTWARDS ARROW
27BC ➰ ➰ WEDGE-TAILED RIGHTWARDS ARROW
27BD ➰ ➰ HEAVY WEDGE-TAILED RIGHTWARDS ARROW
27BE ➰ ➰ ➰ OPEN-OUTLINED RIGHTWARDS ARROW

Miscellaneous
27BF ➯ DOUBLE CURLY LOOP